Excursion ELCA Presidium on 25th May 2018 in Zurich
JardinSuisse welcomes us with a delicious dinner in the Zunfthaus zur Zimmerleuten in the Salmenstube room on
Thursday evening in the old historic district of Zurich. The guild of carpenters maintains the magnificent,
850-year-old guild house. After a devastating fire in November 2007 the guild house was faithfully reconstructed.
The official reopening took place in October 2010 and is now a successful Gastronomy businesses.

On Friday the 25th May 2018 Marc Wuhrmann – Wuhrmann Garten AG receives us and presents his company
and provides an overview of the activities of a modern-day horticultural business in Switzerland.
With the motto: “In Ihrem Garten setzen Sie am besten auf unsere Fachkräfte”
“In your garden, you are the best at relying on our specialists” and goals as: proximity to the customer and
employees - professional garden maintenance - creative and harmonious garden design - quality before quantity;
you will not be surprised that Wuhrmann Garten AG is very professional, well organized and with a profitable
evolution. Even the company’s show garden with an Japanese garden with tea house, the work and storage sites
testify to a craftsmanship that is accompanied by accuracy and a sense of responsibility that is beyond doubt.
The demonstration garden at the busy roundabout of the motorway exit confirms professionalism as
an entrepreneur, marketing man and salesman.

Visit of Seleger Moor Park - https://www.selegermoor.ch/home.html
Marc Wuhrmann, as a member of the Board of Trustees and Silvan Fluder, in charge of botanical and design
aspects of the park lead us around in the beautiful plant paradise. The moor landscape was created over millennia
and is today one of the most important raised bogs in the canton of Zurich. As a researcher and plant breeder with
a good sense for landscape forms, the Adliswiler Robert Seleger continuously expanded this garden from 1953.
In 1978, a charitable foundation was founded to preserve the park landscape. Hundreds of thousands of
rhododendrons and azaleas bloom throughout the spring and summer. A bush peony garden from a donation,
the enchanted fern forest and the romantic lily ponds are further highlights. We have enjoyed and learned from
the professional explanations and tips about these plants and shrubs.

With a nice light lunch on a sun-drenched terrace of The Baracca Zermatt restaurant
we have concluded a fantastic learning experience.

Thank you JardinSuisse !!!
Carlo L. Vercelli, Director and Christine Grevink Hofer for the organization,
Peter Zgraggen, President Section GaLaBau, Tobias Meyer and Norbert Schaniel for your presence
and Marc Wuhrmann for so much more !

